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About This Game

Dream is a reflection of one’s mixed growing tracks, even those are far away memories. What if someday you could enter your
dream? What if you could enter some others’? What if you the dream you entered was actually a salvation? What if the dream

belonged to is your family? Will you enter, with the price you cannot afford?

Story

「Save Her, from Dreams」tells about a new couple. The wife often has nightmares with severe physical reactions, and this
situation worries her husband a lot. Until one day, the husband entered into the nightmare, and found what causes of these

nightmares is the wife’s past, which she does not want to mention. The husband decided to save his wife in the dream, even if he
would lose his own soul...

Play

This is a 2D (or 2.5D?) auto-saved game with easy controls. You may reach the end very fast, but may also spend more time to
find another ending. Nonetheless, you do not need to worry about dying out, there is no death in this game.

Music

The original music is along with the story. The tracks are carefully designed and composed for different game environments.
You would achieve a more immersive experience with an earphone.
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Note: The game is not over yet, future episodes are on the way.
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Title: Save her, from dreams
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ziyi Zhang
Publisher:
Ziyi Zhang
Release Date: 10 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista SP1+, 64 bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Headphone recommended

English,Simplified Chinese
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save her from dreams

I dont know what to say in my review but The African Kingdoms is best AoE2HD expansion ever I have played it. :). HOW DO
I ACCESS THIS?!. You'll think that this game is OK for a 2005 release until you realize that the following games also came out
the same year:

F.E.A.R.
Battlefield 2
Call of Duty 2
Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory
Star Wars: Republic Commandos
Resident Evil 4
Quake 4
SWAT 4
Serious Sam 2
Snowblind
Area 51
Perfect Dark Zero
Condemned: Criminal Origins
Doom 3: Resurrection of Evil

All of which better than Bet On Soldier!

To be fair Bet On Soldier is NOT a bad game and if you could live forever it would be worth playing but you have to die one
day and all the games that I listed are more worth your limited time than Bet On Soldier.. Man I am so glad this was part of
season pass or it would have been a 100% skip.

The "Not Recommend" ONLY applies to this DLC, Not the Game Itself.

it is an odd Grind based DLC within a semi grind Game.. Aye Jet Gunner!

The game bought back a ton's of memory from my childhood.
The game is basically same as contra in which you have to pass each level while fighting against Aliens,Robots and the boss.
The game consists of 5 worlds in which there are 5 levels in a game.

It's worth a shot guys. ;)

Gameplay - 10/10
Graphics - 10/10
Soundtrack - 10/10
Entertainment - 10/10. Best useless DLC ever!

Kidding.

Great stuff.

10\/10. Really good for a free game. I definitely recommend for those who like football manager but don't have enough money.
Not as detailed as Football Manager but it's good enough
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game often disappears after running for a while.. This is a pretty solid little puzzle game. I highly recommend it!. You may have
noticed I only played, like 20 minutes.

Take a guess why.. First of all, this is one of the better "Choose your own adventure" games and I had a lot of fun with it.

BUT it seems to be way too ambitious for its own good. So much gear, so many skills, so many npcs, so many possibilities, and
the whole crafting aspect is HUGE but entirely useless. Either this game will have one big/2 smaller sequels or the entire
premise will be totally wasted.. Nice game reminds me of Broforce. The inventory kinda gets in the way when you are trying to
descend down terrain and go for the kill on enemies. Also the controls are not bad just a little weird, and the stealth would stick
and i wolud remain in stealth until hit. All in all i like it and even though i didnt play much i plan to, lets keep it going.. This was
a very unpleasant game to play. The puzzles are just kind of random. Sometimes it's a hidden object game, sometimes you have
to click on everything and hope it does something. And you won't be told that's what you need to do. I really wrestled with
getting a refund but muddled through it.. << EDIT: Have now passed the 300 hour mark in Rebirth, and just now really getting
into 'HoL territory', and.. I am STILL LOVING THIS GAME! >>

I have absolutely fallen for X Rebirth - it's a great game and I'm loving every minute of it. The 4.0 update and this expansion
make a very good thing even better. Three new systems and a whole lot more added here; very much worthwhile.

I've happily seen hundreds of hours fly by in the base game and first expansion alone, and I can already see how very much
more this expansion adds to the galaxy and the game. It seems to me that this expansion pushes Rebirth across the line; achieves
and surpasses that "critical mass" for the galaxy to feel truly Big-Big.

Rebirth gives me just what I've always wanted in a sci-fi game. It has character and wonder and beauty, its has breadth AND
depth. A big vibrant hand-crafted galaxy to explore and admire. A fantastic big beautiful space sandbox to play in. Big but not
generic. Places feel unique and intentional and alive. Rebirth has almost high fantasy undertones; it feels like the setting for a
great book or movie - it feels like a place to build your own stories in, whatever you may want them to be. There is just so much
do. And it's all just plain fun. Great variety of missions, if you want to do missions. Great big galaxy to fly around and explore,
if you want to just gawk. Be a humble trader, or build an economic empire. Be a lone wolf pirate, or become a military force to
be feared. Start small and grow, or start big and take it from there - many different starts available give great incentive to replay
along different paths. What I love about Rebirth is that it's a great big sandbox to play in, full of possibilities - but it has not
been left generic; they have taken the time to craft it into something beautiful. Somewhere worthy of making our own stories.

This is a big expansion that brings a lot to the table and makes a great base game even better. I'll happily take all I can get of
Rebirth and this expansion has a lot to give.. Super fun game! The feeling of traveling through space is awesome, and because of
the static background and steady velocity, works well without any dizziness whatsoever. The difficulty is perfectly balanced
between too easy and too hard, making it very satisfying to actually get to the next level. The intensity of the game seems to pick
up as you get upgrades, so it's always a challenge to keep your ship in top shape (you lose some upgrades when you're shot). The
game works well for any-heighted people (even kids!).

There are a few annoying things that will probably get cleaned up in time by the developer. For instance, there's no way to exit
the game except from within the VR headset (you lose mouse control once the game goes full screen and takes over the
monitor). I look forward to seeing further updates!. This is a great game. Ok, it looks terrible, and it's full of talking animals.
But it's actually really good.

In this game, you run a pizzeria. It's an authentic Italian pizzeria, so that's cool - don't go in expecting all donner / tandoori meat
pizzas with garlic bread and fries. Expect Italian ingredients, and choice of about a dozen types of cheese.

You choose the names and what's going to be on the pizzas, the quality and quantity of each of the ingredients (each ingredient
has taste ratings, e.g. how salty or sweet etc - so you can really balance a pizza), and the pricing, then each in-game day you'll be
taking customer orders and making those pizzas. That bit's all fast-paced dragging and dropping.

You also get to control advertising, furniture, services (e.g. free customer wi-fi) and there's an overall story which is pretty
funny.
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The overall effect of having complete control over your naming and creation of each pizza is that every creation is your own
doing - and in turn, you are in control of the game's difficulty. If you want to give your pizzas weird names where you're going
to have to slow yourself down by looking up what's on it each time someone asks for one, it's your own fault. If you want to
advertise to get more people through the door before you've bought enough tables to seat them all so they get impatient and
leave, it's your own fault. But it's all ok, you will learn by doing.

Also, if all the business management and story is too much, you unlock arcade mode after a while where it's purely the pizza-
making portion of the game.

So - to summarise:

Pros:
* lots of detailed customisation in shop management
* fun arcade gameplay, as challenging as you choose to make it
* interesting story and characters
* funny dialogue
* I really like the chiptune music

Cons:
* having all these animals in the kitchen feels kind of unsanitary
* the user interface is a bit dodgy in places
* the graphics are pretty ugly
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